
BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 
Report of:  Cllr Lynda Turner – Chair of Task and Finish Group 
 
To: Overview and Scrutiny – 20th October 2022 
 
Author: Riana Rudland - Assistant Director - Contracts and Operations 
 
Subject:  SERCO Task and Finish Group report  
 
Purpose: To update members on the work of the SERCO Task and Finish Group and 

their recommendations 
 

 
Recommendation(s):  
 
1) That Members note the content of the report 
 
2) That Members request the relevant officers raise members concerns relating to morale in 

frontline staff and seek assurance from SERCO that processes and procedures are in place 
to ensure staff morale remains a priority 

 
3) That Officers investigate localised reporting issues raised through task and finish group and 

ensure Serco are held to account for rectifying these issues 
 

 
4) That the monitoring of the contract remains a priority and that the Portfolio Holder and 

officers report to Overview and Scrutiny periodically on matters relating to performance and 

quality including any additional relevant KPI’s 

 
5) That the online fly-tipping report feedback function be prioritised 

 
 

 
1.0  BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 At the Overview and Scrutiny meeting on 16th December 2021 it was proposed that a task 

and finish group be set up to examine the new SERCO contract which delivers waste and 
related services on behalf of the Council. This proposal followed concerns raised by 
members about the quality of the services being delivered and service impacts 
experienced during the mobilisation of the contract. 
 

1.2 A task and finish group formed, consisting of 7 members. The terms of reference for the 
group were discussed and agreed as the following: 

 
• To examine the governance arrangements in place to manage and monitor the 

contract  
• To examine the impact of Covid and the National supply chain issues on the 

mobilisation of the contract 
• To scrutinise the current performance of the Serco contract 

 
1.3 It was agreed there would be a series of meetings approximately six weeks apart 

culminating in a summary of findings and any recommendations. Officers presented a raft 
of information relating to all aspects of the services delivered by the contractor. This 
included information relating to: 



 
• The governance, management and monitoring structure in place to ensure contract 

compliance  
• Detail regarding each of the services delivered by the contractor including collection 

services, trade waste, garden waste, grounds maintenance, street cleansing, bulky 
waste services, clinical waste collections, tree maintenance, graffiti and fly tipping. 

• KPI’s and performance levels 
• Business continuity arrangements 
• Impacts of covid   
• Supply chain impacts on the mobilisation of the contract 
• Vehicles and fleet maintenance 
• Terms and definitions used within the contract in relation to service delivery and 

contract monitoring 
 

1.4 Members of the group also visited the new depot in Watton. They had the opportunity to 
speak to staff present, view the technology used to monitor and manage the fleet and ask 
questions of the contractor. Throughout the series of meetings members were provided with 
clarity on the service standards that are required under the contract as well as confirming 
what the contractor is and isn’t responsible for. 
 

1.5 Observations by Members – Governance 
 

 Processes, procedures and structures for managing and monitoring the contract exist and 

are in place at a variety of levels  

 The structure in place allows for local operational issues to be managed swiftly 

 Cross council structures allow for shared understanding, learning and management of core 

services ensuring a consistent approach to management and monitoring of the contract 

 Elected member interaction exists in the form of a Strategic Board 

 Senior Council officers meet regularly both formally and informally 

 SERCO officers engage in all structures at an appropriate level 

 Processes exist for managing any disputes if they arise 

 The contractor provides regular reports to the Authorities which detail resources, service 

impacts, performance standards and work undertaken 

1.6 Observations by Members – Mobilisation 
 

 Mobilisation of the contract was challenging due to impacts of covid and Brexit, both 

affecting supply chains 

 Supply chain issues led to the late delivery of some vehicles and equipment making a 

smooth transition to new service delivery problematic 

 Impacts of covid affected sickness levels resulting in Business Continuity plans being 

invoked at times 

 Covid restrictions and supply chain challenges impacted on the transition to new software 

and IT systems meaning some systems took longer to implement than originally anticipated 

 Significant work was required to move from two existing depots to one new one without 

impacting on core service delivery 

 Covid restrictions such as social distancing and remote working meant the roll out of 

training for vehicles, equipment and new service standards took longer than predicted, and 

was delivered in an adapted format 

 Local authority resources planned to assist with mobilisation were challenging whilst 

responding to the pandemic (e.g. digital team required to support distribution of business 

grants but had previously been dedicated to the new waste processes)   



 The national HGV driver shortage impacted on the ability to recruit and retain drivers 

locally, this was a particular issue in Breckland due to the nature of the businesses 

competing for resources locally, as well as the impacts of Covid and Brexit 

 
1.7 Observations by Members – Performance of the Services 

 

 Service standards for grass cutting had generally improved since summer 2021, and meet 

service standards 

 Some localised issues existed in some Parishes but mechanisms were in place for 

reporting issues and contractual levers were available to resolve issues swiftly.  It is 

acknowledged some matters take longer to resolve when an interface is required with the 

Council team. 

 Covid sickness had impacted on service delivery at times through the pandemic resulting in 

business continuity plans being invoked 

 The range of services delivered by the contractor are vast and complex 

 Use of technology by the contractor to monitor and manage services had been embraced 

and was integral to efficient service delivery 

 Some confusion existed between the functions that the Council are responsible for versus 

those the contractor are responsible for e.g. ordering new or replacement bins, determining 

if an assisted collection is required, accepting a request for a clinical collection  

 Some confusion existed over which organisation is responsible for certain pieces of land 

eg. Town or Parish, District or County. 

 The removal of NCC grass cutting from the contract at the start of 2022 had caused 

increased demand into Council and SERCO officers in order to clarify responsibility for 

maintenance on numerous pieces of land no longer being cut by SERCO 

 Currently, Members of the group found that performance across grounds and street 

cleansing services was strong. When issues were reported they were being dealt with in a 

timely manner 

 Collections services had been the service most impacted by sickness, recruitment and staff 

turnover.  

 The introduction of a new Target Operating Model (round changes) in March was designed 

to balance rounds, make them more efficient, ensure resources were being deployed 

equally and allow capacity for growth. The roll out of the model had experienced some 

challenges (absences, training needs, data transfer etc) resulting in some collections being 

missed or delayed at times. At the time of drafting this report, the model has been largely 

embedded, but operational tweaks will be needed over time, and all collections are 

routinely up to date and contractually compliant 

 The group were pleased about the cultural change in the management team that they met 

at the depot but remain concerned about some morale issues reported by frontline staff 

 

It should be noted that Councillor Birt had requested a full copy of the Contract, this was not 

provided. The full contract had not been made available/seen by the Task and Finish Group 

and recommendations and observations have been made based on extracts of the contract 

which related to the Terms of Reference of the Group. 

 
 
2.0 OPTIONS 
 
2.1 To note the content of the report 

 



2.2 That Members request the relevant officers raise members concerns relating to morale in 
frontline staff and seek assurance from SERCO that processes and procedures are in 
place to ensure staff morale remains a priority 
 

2.3 That Officers investigate localised reporting issues raised through task and finish group 
and ensure Serco are held to account for rectifying these issues 
 
 

2.4 That the monitoring of the contract remains a priority and that the Portfolio Holder and 
officers report to Overview and Scrutiny periodically on matters relating to performance 
and quality including any additional relevant KPI’s 
 

2.5 That the online fly-tipping report feedback function be prioritised 
 

2.6 Do nothing 
 
 
3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S) 
 
3.1 To make sure the contract is continually monitored, and feedback provided to the 

contractor to ensure good quality services are delivered for residents by the contractor 
 

3.2 To ensure the contractor is held to account for service delivery 
 

 
3.3 To ensure that the customer journey when reporting issues remains a priority and 

improvements are made based on feedback 
 

3.4  To ensure that members remain updated on the performance of the contract 
 
 
 
4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS 
 
4.1 To ensure resident satisfaction in the services delivered by the contractor 

 
4.2  To ensure contractual compliance and delivery of good quality services to the residents 

 
4.3  To ensure that the customer journey when reporting issues is as efficient as possible and 

that issues are resolved promptly by the contractor 
 

4.4  To ensure that systems and processes that operate between the council and the 
contractor remain under review to ensure that they operate effectively and efficiently 

 
 
 
5.0 IMPLICATIONS 
 
  
  
5.1      Contracts 
 
 This report relates to a commercial contract which operates across three District Council 

areas. The contract commenced in April 2021 and runs for 8 years. The Task and Finish 



Group focussed on those services and performance standards delivered directly in the 
Breckland Area.  

 
5.2  Corporate Priority - Working Smarter 
 
 
6.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED 
 
6.1 All – this contract delivers services to all residents in all wards across Breckland 
 
7.0 ACRONYMS  
 
7.1  TOM – Target Operating Model 
 
 
 

Background papers:-  

 
Lead Contact Officer 
Name and Post:  Riana Rudland – Assistant Director – Contracts and Operations 
Telephone Number: 07823553988 
Email: riana.rudland@breckland.gov.uk 
 
Key Decision: No  
 
Exempt Decision: No  
 
This report refers to a Mandatory Service  
 
 


